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The prophecies of Daniel and Revelation outline the most important sequence of the arrival of world government before Christ can be officially challenged for the rule of planet Earth. Other prophecies (Dan11:42-43; Rev17:8-17), describe the main elements of the demise of national sovereignty for that of world government sovereign globalization.

The "7th King" national-system of the "King South" global nation-state governmental and societal system globally, must fall in the future before the "8th King" "King North" Globalist-System of World Government can arise. (Rev17:8-13; Dan11:42-43) The final timed periods after the coming temple judgment (Dan8:13-14), are set in Daniel 12 (Dan12:7; Dan12:11; Dan12:12), and the seven trumpets (Rev8-11), and seven plagues outline (Rev15-16) are how it unfolds in steps in the future.

Though turbulent and tumultuous enough to define the coming "tribulation of those days", this coming final "sword-stroke" phase will NOT result in a global "world ending cataclysm" "doomsday" "end of the world". (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12)

But, it will result in the fall of [all] national governmental sovereignty! This is the coming global-crisis period Jehovah's witnesses and some other Christian religions will try to say "must be the end of the world", as their final false prophecies must fail as one whole religious botch. An eventual final ministry "little scroll" message will emerge for a final non-religious summary (Rev10:5-7), which will have the epic judgment downfall of Jehovah's witnesses coming up, then completed, for chapter one "little scroll" exposition.

8th King World Government Rises Upon the 7th King National-System Downfall in the Future

After the 7th King national-system falls in national sovereignty transference into the "8th King" World Government as aided by the coming "sword-stroke" based global crisis, that rival world government must make claims of world peace (1Thess5:1-3), global ownership, and worldwide sovereignty as a divine final ruling entity.

(Psalm 2:1-2) Why have the nations been in tumult and the national groups themselves kept muttering an empty thing (of world government)? 2 The kings of earth take their stand and high officials themselves have massed together as one (in world government), against Jehovah and against his anointed one...

Seeing that all people shall see this period of globalist ruling claims under completed world government of the deep final cycle future, ANYONE can know even now, Jesus Christ the only "King of kings", that they shall be officially summoning for the "war of the great day of God the Almighty" at that time.

Being the eternal ultimate Kingdom, Christ will be able to offer terms of peace prior to his conquest upon the "scarlet wildbeast" "8th King" World Government. (Rev14:6-7; Dan12:11) That peace agreement of Revelation 14:6-7 is the first part of his arrival "parousia" purpose "coming with the clouds" for 1290 days of open salvation opportunity and global awareness. (Rev14; Matt24:30-31; Rev1:7)

That open salvation offer is to be backed by the Immortal Kingdom, to ANYONE willing come the Revelation 14:6-7 live and real-time.

That final period of Daniel 12:11 will become a huge final global signal!

After "8th King" "King North" World Government completes and invites the Universal Lion into the global arena of Kingdom determination, then Christ will arrive.

But, first, Christ's Kingdom mission is to secure [all] savable human beings with his own "world peace" offer of Revelation 14:6-7.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”

(Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

That open salvation period is in the 1290 days timed final sequence of Daniel 12:11 via Revelation 14.

(Revelation 19:17-19) I saw also an angel standing in the sun, and he cried out with a loud voice and said to all the birds that fly in midheaven: “Come here, be gathered together to the great evening meal of God, 18 that you may eat the fleshy parts of kings and the fleshy parts of military commanders and the fleshy parts of strong men and the fleshy parts of horses and of those seated upon them, and the fleshy parts of all, of freemen as well as of slaves and of small ones and great.” 19 And I saw the wild beast (in world government) and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the war with the one seated on the horse and with his army.

After all the global sheep and world "clean up crew" animals are secured (Eze39:17-19; Rev19:17-20) [for future Kingdom of Christ aiding employment], then world government and its military power will be crushed.

(Daniel 2:44-45) “And in the days of those kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom (the Messianic Kingdom of Christ) that will never be brought to ruin. And the kingdom itself will not be passed on to any other people. It will crush and put
an end to all these kingdoms, and it itself will stand to times indefinite; 45 forasmuch as you beheld that out of the mountain (of God's Kingdom) a stone (Messianic Kingdom) was cut not by hands, and [that] it crushed (world government whole "immense image") the iron, the copper, the molded clay, the silver and the gold. The grand God himself has made known to the king what is to occur after this. And the dream is reliable, and the interpretation of it is trustworthy."

But the prophecy also outlines the sequence of [future] global developments aided by globalization to "gather the nations" into world government in clear actual form.

(Revelation 16:13-16) And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet. 14 They are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth, to (globalization) gather them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. 15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one that stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” 16 And they gathered them together to the place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon. (The globalized worldwide military aspect of world government)

Globalization is the main global driving force which actually "gathers nations" under King North corporate world government designate control. National governmental legalized economic system debt and then massive global debt default will aid that process in "King North's" favor. (Dan11:42-43)

"Man of Lawlessness" Completes With the Governing Body of Jehovah's Witnesses Apostasy

As stated in Part 1, Jehovah's witnesses cover up world government and all globalization developing power details of world government in prophecy. Jehovah's witnesses live in a prophecy era of 1945 by means of their "King North" placed Governing Body illegal apostate and impostor leaders.

Now you know why the Governing Body has led the Jehovah's witnesses dumbed down ministry for decades, to attempt to conceal this future world government prophecy reality as long as they can pull it off. (Dan8:14; Rev8-9) That grand deception has been promoted before Jehovah's witnesses and the world, as the Governing Body "King North" globalist-allies instead lead the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy to its end. (Zech11; Matt24:15)

That too, is stated plain as day in the same prophecy Jehovah's witnesses cover-up with erred interpretations.

(Daniel 11:32) And those (Jehovah's witnesses) who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, [King North] (Globalist-SYSTEM) will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words. (from the Governing Body "King North" placed apostasy leadership of the WTBTS)

That is why the Governing Body subverts the prophecies of Daniel 8:11-14,23 and Daniel 11:30-35 with known nation-state applied errors rather than explain the globalization goal of world government in rampant global development ascertainable since 1990's third United Nations presentation after the Cold War and the fall of the USSR as known, but secretive at first, UN NGO wildbeast partners.

The [apostate and impostor] anti-Christian Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses have sealed the Daniel 8:13 "transgression causing desolation" to the Jehovah's witnesses apostate ministry soon (Matt24:15, with that UN NGO covenant), while aligning the Jehovah's witnesses ministry with the "King North" globalist goals of a so-called "new world order" tasked world government "8th King" secrecy agenda.

Thus, the Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses is the modern apostate "man of lawlessness" completion for the age.

(2 Thessalonians 2:3-5) Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the apostasy comes first and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction. 4 He is set in opposition and lifts himself up over everyone who is called "god" or an object of reverence, so that he sits down in the temple of The God, publicly showing himself to be a god. 5 Do you not remember that, while I was yet with you, I used to tell you these things?

We will cover that telling whole prophecy sequence of concise prophecy later as it shows economic downfall comes first (Dan11:42-43), leading to globalist system financial dominance worldwide to form complete world government. (Dan11:45; Rev17:8-12) Thus, the Bible prophecy already foretells World Government is formed by mostly world national-system wealth control which guides all required final military and political globalization developments. (Rev17:8-17; Dan11:45; Dan8:25)

Thus, prophecy indicates a final global cycle of crisis runs for a few [future years] to aid that financial global coup on the national systems worldwide. That sword-stroke based global-crisis will run its course not to "the end of the world", as some will expect, but into the global presentation of "8th King" "King North", "King Fierce" World Government. Jehovah's witnesses apostate and subverted (Dan8:12) ministry, will go down in the start of the global-crisis phase which must pass, delaying and silencing them for a while. (Dan8:14)

The "end of the world" hype forms a detox and a paralysis, while the actual prophecy of God maps the entire final world development process to world government. That prophecy is outlined in short form and in concise needed basic details of this final world power transition into "8th King" world government power which triggers the Christ arrival!

That is why the Jehovah's witnesses apostate and impostor corporate leaders also promote a hyper-amped "end of the world" expectation (2Thess2:1-2; Matt24:6), to continue to distract Jehovah's witnesses from prophecy reality they are actually the center of in apostate spiritual terms. (Daniel 8:11-14,23; Daniel 11:30-35; Zech3:1-9; Mal3:1-5; 2Thess2:1-12; 1Pet4:17)
All sovereign prophecy completes into the same time and place: Rival World Government, before Christ arrives as a global signal.

And that final sovereign overreach (all will see) is what triggers the Christ arrival. Very simple, as that takes the prophecy completion over several more years.

Not only is this very simple in prophecy of little volume, such a signal will help save millions of people because they will see this at the most personal level of awareness, with no need of religion required: It will become global reality. In fact, under world government, "religion" will no longer be an option. (Rev17:15-17)

Future Signal One: Apostate Jehovah's Witnesses Epic Temple Judgment Downfall

The coming epic judgment downfall of the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy starts the final prophecy cycle. (1Pet4:17; Rev8; Dan8:13-14; Zech3:1-9) The apostates and impostor leadership of Jehovah's witnesses will use the global-crisis and its false expectation they have cultured for its useful exit strategy smokescreen.

That way they can crash the JW organization and ministry and make it appear as if "prophecy is fulfilling brothers and sisters!!" as Jehovah's witnesses will be deeply affected by that organizationally promoted delusion of 2 Thessalonians 2:1-2. That way Jehovah's witnesses will go into action to obey their Pied Pipe Governing Body and into inaction spiritually, merely aiding the ministerial pillage process permitted by God to come on their apostasy. (Matt24:15)

As a first proof for many in the near future, and by then, Jehovah's witnesses will have crashed and burned in apostate judgment. (Dan8:13-14) The reason for the Jehovah's witnesses ministerial downfall from God is apostasy, not any "end of the world" smokescreen reason as no such proof or prophecy exists in the Bible.

Prophecy says otherwise.

The modern Jehovah's witnesses apostasy has to be judged and desolated first (Dan8:13-14; Rev8), before the "final witnessing" 1260 days Christian Kingdom warning can emerge (Rev10:11), from the required "temple cleansed" "right condition" of Daniel 8:14. (Zech3:4-9; Rev10; Rev11:1-7; Mat3:1-5; Zech3:3-9)

After Jehovah's witnesses apostasy has crashed and burned as the signal timed temple judgment in Daniel 8:14, the final Christian Kingdom warning will eventually emerge. (Rev9:11-1:10) That final "little scroll" message is for the Messianic Kingdom completion proclamation drive of the future final 1260 days final ministry. (Dan12:7; Rev11:3) That final "witnessing" of the Revelation 11 "two witnesses" must manifest, in time, in a non-religious summary (Rev10:5-7), before World Government officially completes. (Rev11:7; Rev17:8-12)

It is also now the prophecy outline which apostate Jehovah's witnesses are misled to cover up.

In the meantime, many religions and Jehovah's witnesses apostates and impostors included, will try to sell the world the idea the national sovereign downfall and its global-crisis context [of the future], is simply the "end of the world" during its final "sword-stroke" phase coming up. They will not mention the sword-stroke passes in time and resolves peacefully into world government, as foretold. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-13; Isa41:1)

Future Signal Two: Sword-Stroke Crashes National System, Resolves as Globalist World Government Emerges from the Dust

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go off into destruction. (Rev17:14) And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world.

Now, you can plainly read that the sword-stroke cycle formulaic goal as described by God in simple prophecy: resolve the sword-stroke peacefully to then promote admiration and acceptance of world government during a hopeful global recovery, not in any "doomsday" sword-stroke context. (Rev14:9-11; Rev13:15-18)

(Isaiah 41:1) Attend to me in silence, you islands; and let national groups themselves regain power. (the Rev13:3 sword-stroke healing phase) Let them approach. At that time let them speak. Let us come up close together for the judgment itself.

Plainly stated the "sword-stroke" will resolve globally (Matt24:29), into the "ascension" of the completed official World Government "8th King" "Scarlet Wildbeast" presentation. (Rev17:8-13; Rev11:7) But, world government will have transferred all national "power and authority" into its control and ownership. (Rev17:11-17; Dan11:42-45)

(Revelation 17:13) These have one thought, and so they give their (national-based) power and authority to the wild beast (of globalized world government).

That future global-crisis will define the "tribulation of those days". But, in time, the "tribulation of those days" will resolve as the sword-stroke passes, peacefully and globally.
In Matthew 24:29-31, we see that “tribulation of those days” resolves on its own [before] Christ arrives. Christ arrives “immediately after” that foretold sword-stroke resolves globally and peacefully in this post “sword-stroke” parallel.

(Matthew 24:29-31) Immediately after the tribulation of those days (Rev11:7-10 1260 days completed) the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. (because Christ’s “stars” will also be around earth and coming to it for the salvation invasion) 30 And then the sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven (the Rev10:5-7 prophecy will be completing fully), and then all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven (Rev14, Dan12:11 1290 days parousia mode, first) with power and great glory. (post 1290 days final fully conquest glory mode, last; Rev19:11-21) 31 (priority one:) And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together from the (Rev7:1-4) four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to their other extremity. (Rev14:6-8; Rev14:14-16; Matt25:31-40)

The global-signal eventual world peace resolution of world government “ascending”, at 1Thessalonians 5:1-3, is what resolving the future “sword-stroke” globally will be leading to.

(1 Thessalonians 5:1-3) Now as for the times and the seasons, brothers, you need nothing to be written to you. 2 For you yourselves know quite well that Jehovah’s day is coming exactly as a thief in the night. 3 Whenever it is that they are saying: “Peace and security!” then sudden destruction is to be instantly upon them just as the pang of distress upon a pregnant woman; and they will by no means escape.

That real “world peace and security” signal must come under World Government as aided by the “sword-stroke” global peace resolution and global “healing” recovery. It is in the “healing” period for the world after the “sword-stroke” runs its future course, that world government will present itself within, in Daniel 12:11.

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7, post 1260 days final ministry cancelled) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as world government with its final UN-related rendition “image”), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

As world government cancels the final 1260 days ministry completed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7), and “place” themselves as the rival world sovereign by official global presentation, BOTH of those events together will define the start of the 1290 days of Daniel 12:11.

That miraculous “but its sword stroke got healed” forms the worldwide highly positive and hopeful global phase then to be used to present “8th King” World Government in complete and official ruling form as known by all the nations.

World peace (1Thess5:1-3), is simply far more useful than war and collapse to sell the globalist ruling system of world government. But, it will not last long as Daniel 12:11 is also the Revelation 14 Christ arrival sequence that world government rival will have triggered in official form.

Please note, there is no “thief in the night” effect for awake and awakened Christians.

(1 Thessalonians 5:4-5) But you, brothers, you are not in darkness, so that that day should overtake you as it would thieves. 5 For you are all sons of light and sons of day. We belong neither to night nor to darkness.

Thus, all the religious and entertainment media “doomsday” talk, hype, and expectation based on human uncertainty, was the final distraction to help conceal the truth that God requires the world government rival to complete and make their final sovereign claims.

And that required “8th King” World Government completion requires the final global cycle to run its complete drawn out final course to also completion.

Then, and only then, will they get the response they seek.

8Th King World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and “world peace” stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ’s arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That takes several more years.

That is why the preceding sword-stroke phase was what Christ indicated would not be the signal of his arrival.

(Matthew 24:6) you are going to hear of wars and reports of wars; see that you are not terrified. For these things must take place, but the end is not yet.

And because of all the events unfolding as REALITY and not “religious talk”, all people will eventually be fully aware Christ has arrived. (Rev6:12-17)

(Matthew 24:30) And then the sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven (parousia mode; Rev14) with power and great glory. (conquest mode; Rev19:11-21)

(Revelation 1:7) Look! He is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see him, and those who pierced him; and all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in grief because of him. Yes, Amen.
(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!” (Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

Future Signal Three: Global Religion Deposed Under "8th King" World Government

Though many religions will make the claim the tumult produced by the end of the national sovereignty era must be "the end", it leads to "8th King" world government and the world peace claim of world government instead. (1Thess5:1-3)

The end of the national-based "old world order" is required in prophecy and that phased development leads to the "new world order" of unipolar world government globalist rule, very logically.

What is left of religions by that time (Rev16:12), will hop on board that final global political experiment of world government just as those corporations rode every other political scheme getting there for centuries.

(Revelation 17:3) And he carried me away in [the power of the] spirit into a wilderness. And I caught sight of a woman sitting upon a scarlet-colored wild beast that was full of blasphemous names and that had seven heads and ten horns.

That final religious blessing on 666 world government is what will be leading to the outlawed dissolution of global religious "Babylon the Great" under world government. That too will be a great final signal seen by all people of Earth at that time.

(Revelation 18:4) And I heard another voice out of heaven say: “Get out of her, my people, if you do not want to share with her in her sins, and if you do not want to receive part of her plagues.

That realization and that anti-religious final event can free up some final "my people" of God (Rev18:4), for the salvation of the then parousia arrived Christ. (Rev14:6-7; Dan12:11; Rev11:13)

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”

Thus, Revelation 14:8 official angelic Babylon the Great destruction announcement is defined by these events below, taking place while Christ has arrived for Revelation 14:1-7:

(Rest of the text continues with further prophecies and visions relating to the fall of Babylon the Great and the end of the national "old world order" leading to the "new world order" of global rule. The text includes divine judgment, political and religious collapse, and the ultimate establishment of a globalist world government as foretold in prophecy.)

Many "a System of Things" Ending, Not "The World"

(Matthew 13:36-43) 36 Then after dismissing the crowds he went into the house. And his disciples came to him and said: “Explain to us the illustration of the weeds in the field.” 37 In response he said: “The sower of the fine seed is the Son of man; 38 the field is the world; as for the fine seed, these are the sons of the kingdom; but the weeds are the sons of the wicked one, 39 and the enemy that sowed them is the Devil. The harvest is a conclusion of a system of things, and the reapers are angels. 40 Therefore, just as the weeds are collected and burned with fire, so it will be in the conclusion of the system of things. 41 The Son of man will send forth his angels, and they will collect out from his kingdom all things that cause stumbling and persons who are doing lawlessness, 42 and they will pitch them into the fiery furnace. There is where [their] weeping and the gnashing of [their] teeth will be. 43 At that time the righteous ones will shine as brightly as the sun in the kingdom of their Father. Let him that has ears listen.
Thus, the Jehovah’s Witnesses “a system of things” ends first, with the national sovereign “old world order” “a system of things” later, not “the end of the world”. The point is, in the future a number of “a system of things” eras will be ending, but none of it is “the end of the world”. Instead, it must manifest globally to wake many people up to reality.

Babylon the Great’s religious “kingdom over the kings of the earth” will also be ending. (Rev17:15-18)

Altogether, this will be the greatest phase of global transformations in prophecy for the divine signaling for human awareness that has ever existed since the days of Noah! ANYONE human on Earth can take advantage of that realization unto Revelation 14:6-7 guaranteed Kingdom intake of all desiring peace with the Kingdom of God and Christ!

All of those “a system of things” entities and arrangements concluding, forms a huge global signal in parallel with the preceding downfall of apostate Jehovah’s witnesses and their ministerial “a system of things” also ended.

(Matthew 13:39) The harvest is a conclusion of a system of things...

Thus, a secular and a spiritual end of an aionos “age”, or era, “a system of things”, ends with the national sovereign era. The spiritual example of the Jehovah’s witnesses foretold final apostasy for this age as a spiritual “a system of things” also ends in this same process. In little time, under world government, the “Babylon the Great” global religions “a system of things” will also end.

1. That is, the national sovereign era “a system of things”, then formerly led by the “7th King” national alliance fallen as synonymous with the “King South” national system fallen, will have ended for then globalized world government and its Revelation 17:12 symbolic “one hour” sovereignty. (Dan11:42-45; Rev17:12; Dan12:11)

2. The Jehovah’s witnesses ministerial era, then in devolved terminal apostasy to complete judgment from God, will also have ended its “a system of things”, or era. (Dan8:13-14; Rev8-9; Zech3:1-9)

3. And last but not least, “Babylon the Great” global religion will also come to its end:

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”

As you can see the worldwide open salvation sweep and offer of the Kingdom of Christ to “worship God” directly by means of Christ will have been going forth as Revelation 14:6-7, as Babylon the Great global religion is being destroyed by World Government in Revelation 17:15-17 and Revelation 14:8.

Those HUGE GLOBAL realizations [of the future], will help many people understand Christ is very real and very much coming after World Government makes their final lying claims in officially completed form. And because it is “glad tidings” of the “everlasting good news”, ANYONE can surrender to Christ by WORSHIPING GOD, and or agreeing to it anew via Revelation 14:6-7 at that time [of the future]!

Financial Domination of the National System First, Leads to King North 8th King Global Domination in World Government Last

Prophecy already outlines the basic final cycle features and final sequence order. (Rev8-11; Rev15-16; Dan12) In fact, for those researching the globalist administered financial system and national debt compromises, the Bible shows the national economic outcome of global bankruptcies of the national systems occurs first leading to world government “King North” in the end. (Dan11:42-45)

Therefore, prophecy already indicates massive financial default of the “King South” national governmental and economic systems is what ensures the rule of the “King North” World Government system by the wealth consolidated global ownership “globalization” process of the wealth realm completed, [in the future]. Obviously, global economic and “sword stroke” crisis will be the final nail in the nation-state coffin of that “7th King” as such global stressing aid that “causes desolation” orchestrated process.

It does not take a divine prophet, master detective, or rocket scientist to see these things coming as aided by global research information over the last 20 years.

That future global national-system financial and economic comprise “legally” aided by the national governments worldwide, is what shall allow the “King North” banking corporations to own the national economies globally. “King North” Globalist-System control of these many national economies is the main means of the transference of national sovereignty into world government globalized-sovereignty [in the future].

And prophecy describes this order of the loss of national sovereignty in Daniel 11:42-45 in very explicit terms.

(Daniel 11:42) And [King North] (Globalist-System) will keep thrusting out his (globalization) hand against the (King South national-system) lands; and as regards the (7th King/King South national-system capital symbol) land of Egypt, she (subservient King South, 7th King fall) will not prove to be an escapee.

(Daniel 11:43a) And [King North] (“8th King” Globalist-System) will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and
the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (of former "King South", then fallen "7th King" assets globally)

As in Daniel 11:42-43 the financial pawning of "King South" national wealth systems, even now mostly debt systems, completes before Daniel 11:44-45 completes in "King North" World Government as the Revelation 17:11-17 parallel.

Daniel 11:44-45 is the "King North" World Government completion sequence of Daniel 11 as it merges parallel with Daniel 12's final three timed prophecy periods. (Dan12:7>, Dan12:11>, Dan12:12)

(Daniel 11:44) "But there will be reports (Rev10:11; Rev11:1-7) that will disturb [King North] (Globalist-System), out of the sunrising and out of the north (from God and Christ), and [King North] (Globalist-System) will certainly go forth in a great rage in order to annihilate and to devote many to destruction. (Dan8:25 "during a freedom from care" as world peace "and security" phase of 1Thess5:1-3, under world government)

For example, the 1260 days final ministry will have some very "disturbing reports" for World Government.

1. The final witnessing 1260 days ministry is an entity "devoted to destruction" in Revelation 11:7-10, Revelation 13:5-7 and Daniel 12:7 and Daniel 12:11, via Daniel 11:44 and Daniel 8:25.

2. Babylon the Great global corporate religion is also slated for destruction.

3. But, in Revelation 13:15-18, all who will not accept the mark of 666 World Government acceptance and allegiance are also slated for [attempted] destruction.

This is the King North World Government prophecy all these final years will have been leading to.

(Daniel 11:45) And [King North] (Globalist-System) will plant his (World Government global) palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration (fraud "Jerusalem" claims of Zion and God's Kingdom); and he will have to come all the way to his end, and there will be no helper for him. (Dan8:25b, Rev19:19-21; Rev11:15)

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss (Rev13:3 future "sword-stroke" effect), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was (United Nations), but is not (UN impotent to stop the coming "sword-stroke" global-crisis), and yet will be present (but comes back up (Rev11:7), for the final UN rendition to representing the World Government 'miracle' "healing"), those who dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world.

Thus, the resolving global "sword-stroke" is what helps crash the national sovereignties and form the "abyss" from which "8th King" World Government is to ascend in the future upon the same world war like cycle as in WW1, Ww2, and Cold WW3.

(Revelation 17:9-10) "Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains, where the woman sits on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece), one is (Rome), the other has not yet arrived (Anglo-American national system), but when he does arrive he must remain a short while. (7th King/King South is not destroyed but "remains a short while", it becomes a global national-system vassalized-state of "King North" world government; Dan11:42-43) And therefore the "8th King" (as world government), not the "7th King" soon to fall in national sovereign power, is the final "king" of Revelation 17.

(Revelation 17:11) And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction. (world government is the entity Christ will target for precision selective deposition and removal, a UN-related "image" and "disgusting thing" globalist-entity will continue to represent it, no matter how they may rename and rebrand it in the future in this future "abyss ascension" finality)

In Revelation 17:11-17 national sovereignty "power and authority" of the "ten kings" [national-system] is given to the "8th King" Scarlet Wildbeast of World Government [globalization system], by mostly national governmental compromises for decades.

It is the national-system based "power and authority" the national governments gave away to the "8th King" Globalist-System by financial means over a number of decades since WW1, which leads to the globalist established global sovereignty of world government's "power and authority" in the future.

(Revelation 17:12-14) "And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast (as world government). 13 These have one thought (global-scale sovereignty), and so they give their (national-system) power and authority to the wild beast (world government). 14 These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so]."

Then, under world government, the trillions held by Babylon the Great global corporate religion can also be added to the "global healing recovery fund of world government", after that spiritual system blesses and endorses World Government "666" as divine.

(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: "The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues. (Rev16:12-16) 16 And the ten horns that you saw (national-systems), and the wild beast (world
government globalist-system), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked (pillaged and exposed), and will eat up her fleshy parts (depose and absorb her corporate identity and leadership) and will completely burn her with fire. (complete global outlawed corporate deposition, under world government) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought (Rev18:8), even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national-system) kingdom to the (world government) wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means the great (global-corporate-religious) city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth."

Christ will have arrived in the final "salvation parousia" to oversee all those events and to save many people from the rule of "8th King" "King North" World Government.

Jehovah’s Witnesses are the Final Apostasy of Prophecy to be Exposed Before World Government Completes in the Future

Many people who doubt now and for a while later will become believers at the most personal level of awareness ever afforded in human history. In fact, as per prophecy there comes a time EVERYONE ON EARTH will know Christ has arrived even if they may not know exactly who he is. He cannot "cut out" those who do not know of him, since he bought them anyways. (Rom2:12-16)

Jehovah's witnesses apostasy now is a huge signal. As an example for the world, many who doubt the true meaning of the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy will have a new benchmark in the future to consider re-consider that apostasy from the context of its certain judgment global downfall and desolation of the future. (Dan8:13-14)

Few people including "XJWs" have even considered, that rather than be a random hypocrite led "religious corruption", that Jehovah's witnesses are a severe [foretold] and final apostasy.

Few have considered this final Christian based final apostasy in our time, would be fully prophetic and foretold [in detail] in prophecy with its 3rd UN presentation context of 1990 (and the JW UN NGO) (Dan8:11-12; Dan11:30-32a), due to its true severity and lawless objectives.

The purpose of this final apostasy is to conceal the final world government development and the prophecy foretelling it.

What is also concealed by apostate Jehovah's witnesses is the world government designate birthing global-crisis [of the future], and its true purpose.

In prophecy, the sword-stroke aided global crisis forms as orchestrated "causes desolation" to eventually globally resolve into a forming "world peace" in the Revelation 13:3 and 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 prophecy over several final years, into which context of "global healing" "8th King" World Government "King North" is presented.

As the global-crisis does come and pass [in the future], a summary "second witness" 1260 days ministry has to emerge in that process (Rev11:3; Rev10:11), since world government is the final sovereign over-reach that will trigger the Christ "second coming". (Rev17:8-17; Dan8:25; Dan11:45)

And, far be it from God and Christ to not give the world a final fair warning with massive salvation certainty to all who surrender to the incoming Immortal Kingdom of Christ. (Dan12:11; Rev14:6-7; Joel 2:30-32; Hag2:7)

That is why now, the JW promoted "Christ is arriving with the end of the world", that being the signal foretold JW Apostasy-Earmark Claim is a huge red flag.

(2 Thessalonians 2:1-2) However, brothers, respecting the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered together to him, we request of you 2 not to be quickly shaken from your reason nor to be excited either through an inspired expression or through a verbal message or through a letter as though from us, to the effect that the day of Jehovah is here.

That is their fraudulent hyper-fear amped "end of the world" (with a premature Christ arrival claim) deceptive claim, which also marks their apostate reality.

Instead, Jehovah's witnesses must now be "revealed" as the final apostate fulfillment climax well prior to even the arrival of world government.

(2 Thessalonians 2:3-5) Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the apostasy comes first and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction. 4 He is set in opposition and lifts himself up over everyone who is called "god" or an object of reverence, so that he sits down in the temple of The God, publicly showing himself to be a god. 5 Do you not remember that, while I was yet with you, I used to tell you these things?

That Jehovah's witnesses' fraud claim "respecting the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ" and "Jehovah's day" premature arrival must utterly fail in the coming Daniel 8:14 multi-year "temple judgment" process coming up. (Rev13:3; Rev17.8-12; Dan11:41-43) The Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses is what must be fully exposed as the modern final "man of lawlessness" development who led this ministerial catastrophe of Jehovah's witnesses.

Unlike the generation of Noah's day, take note of these things, please.

(Matthew 24:36-42) Concerning that day and hour nobody knows, neither the angels of the heavens nor the Son, but only
the Father. 37 For just as the days of Noah were, so the presence of the Son of man will be. 38 For as they were in those
days before the flood, eating and drinking, men marrying and women being given in marriage, until the day that Noah
entered into the ark; 39 and they took no note until the flood came and swept them all away, so the presence of the Son of
man will be. 40 Then two men will be in the field: one will be taken along and the other be abandoned; 41 two women
will be grinding at the hand mill: one will be taken along and the other be abandoned. 42 Keep on the watch, therefore,
because you do not know on what day your Lord is coming.

We cannot know the "day or the hour" of the Christ "second coming". But we can know its open salvation Kingdom terms of peace
and the final timed prophecy periods that lead into the Christ arrival and after.

1. 8th King World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace" stated (1Thess5:1-3;
Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That takes several more years.

2. Thus, Jehovah's witnesses must go down for the Daniel 8:14 timing of 1150 days or 2300 days, prior to the final 1260 days final
ministry. (Dan7:25; Dan12:7; Rev11:2-3; Rev12:14; Rev13:5) The temple has to be "right condition" cleansed before the final 1260
days ministry can be commissioned (Rev10) and Revelation 11:1-7 deployed [in the future].

3. Every step of the way the world events will only compound in the believability of the certain Christ arrival upon his completed
enemy, "8th King" World Government, but for the salvation sweep mission first, for 1290 days of Daniel 12:11.

4. Thus, it just has to happen for real. And when it does the prophecy good news it must fulfill to the nth degree, will become far more
positive than the religious good news. In fact, the magnitude of the religious "bad news" and error and the overall complex of the world
resistance and error is smaller than the hugeness of the salvation which will arrive with Christ. ANYONE can walk into deathless
perfection in the physical dimension by agreeing to the Kingdom of God terms of peace of Revelation 14:6-7.

5. True, not everyone will choose the Kingdom of Christ over the New World Order World Government (Rev6:12-17), a "great crowd"
will.

6. Instead, Jehovah's witnesses go down as Daniel 11:41 (Dan8:13-14), and the global national system will go into a severe financial
global-crisis economic meltdown as Daniel 11:42-43 a number of years before World Government "King North"="8th King"
completes as Daniel 11:44-45, as part of the overall "sword-stroke" development.

7. The purpose of the temple judgment of Jehovah's witnesses and the 1260 days final ministry deployment it leads to is to fully
demonstrate the prelude proofs leading to Revelation 14:6-7 going global, worldwide. The final 1260 days ministry is to make known
the simplicity of Revelation 14's open salvation opportunity when Christ's ministry transcends [all things] human and human Christian.

Make and Take Note of the [Future] Jehovah's Witnesses Downfall Datings

Thus, the dates and events which mark the Jehovah's witnesses corrupt organization and apostate ministry downfall
[starting] must be noted so that the Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment timing can be affirmed later in that temple judgment
timing and the events which will mark it in history.

The Final Worldwide Total Completions

All the final error of the Adamic age climaxes and the total global completions will be defined.

1. World Government will be the greatest nightmare and most dangerous global ruling system humans have ever devised and faced.
(Matt24:21-22) "Seven headed dragon" Satan and the demons will assume the greatest power of his and their post flood rule
(Eze38:7), and manifestational powers.

2. Babylon the Great religious corporatism will have been too compromised, corrupted, and inept to expose world government for
what it is. Instead, the "harlot corporation" of global religions will "ride" world government in one final folly of attempted survival unto its
long foretold final destruction before all mankind, under said world government sanction. (Rev17:15-17; Rev18)

3. Before all that, the greatest ministerial start since the time of the post Christ apostles and disciples will have devolved into today's
lawless apostate debacle known as Jehovah's witnesses. In spite of its God approved and well intentioned beginnings, Jehovah's
witnesses ministry will end in the signal apostasy judgment of desolation for modern times. (Dan1:13-14) The era of Christian
apostasy in prophecy will have completed fully with the foretold Jehovah's witnesses apostasy. (2Thess2:3-4; Dan11:3-35,41;
Dan8:11-14; Zech3; Mal3:1-5)

As one whole foretold catastrophe, the entire global error complex of fallen Adamic human beings will manifest all three of those finally
completed massive errors at approximately the same time overall, in one final global cycle of infamy for the global record for all
generations to come under the rule of Christ.

Many people alive today will live this final phase of human rulership live and real-time over these last final years unto the Christ arrival
and every other completed global prophecy indication leading there, as covered.

Christ will arrive to make the first permanent changes Earth has ever known since the sin in Eden.

When he does arrive, he will have had to arrive or "no flesh would be saved". (Matt24:21-22)

THAT is how serious and dangerous world government rule will become in short order once they complete that entity fully. (Matt24:21-
22; Dan12:11; Rev7:1-4; Dan8:15; Dan11:44-45; Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-11)
The Prophecy Map to World Government

It will not be "the end of the world" just "the end" of the JW apostasy phase along with the end of national sovereignty "as we knew it", as the far larger global context parallel.

1. The Jehovah's witnesses apostate ministry and JW Org is dissolved globally.
   A. The apostate JW ministry is cancelled into forming global-crisis context. (Dan8:13-14)
   B. The JW "end of the world" fails into a global laughing stock of great discrediting undermining all Christian prophecy believability. (Mat24:6)
   C. Jehovah's witnesses ministry and organization must go down with the initial global-crisis events to be dissolved and pillaged globally before the "sword-stroke" "tribulation of those days" runs its full course into Daniel 12:7's timeframe.
   D. Christendom's "rapture" camps will also fail.

2. Global-crisis resolves peacefully globally (Rev13:3) into world government presentation (Rev17:8-12) in global forming "world peace"; (1Thess5:1-3)
   A. Global religion is also deposed and liquidated in this phase. (Rev17:12-17)
   B. Religions many false-prophecies will have been greatly discredited (Rev16:12), especially the Christian corporate sector of influence.
   C. Endorsing world government as if divine, will be the Babylon the Great global religious corporate complex's final attempt at survival.

3. Into that context, after Jehovah's witnesses have gone down fully (as timed in Daniel 8:14), a final "non-religious" ministry "witnessing" publishes this same outline for 1260 days (Rev11:3; Dan12:7), but fails to go global completely, and is CANCELLED as a ministry under world government sanction. (Rev11:7-10; Dan12:11)

   A. Thus, Christ arrives into a "salvation parousia" before the downfall of global religion outlawed under world government after they have fully blessed it as "divine". (Matt24:30-31)
   B. Christ and the Messianic Kingdom and Kingdom of God holy angels complete the global ministry with the open salvation offer of Revelation 14:6-8, which any human on Earth can accept and live. (Dan12:11; Dan9:27)

Then Christ deposes the rival world government. (Rev19:19-21; Dan2:44; Rev17:14)

Enter the human immortality process phase (Rev21-22), of the earthly "God's will be done on Earth" purpose of the Messianic Kingdom rule of Christ for one thousand years. (Rom8:18-22; Rev19:28)